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Abstract

The gramimar of many of thel lower-level constituents of grammatical

siruc.tures in English has not been a area of exciting new linguistic
discovery, in contrast wiih study of clause-level constituents. The syntax
of helise conceptlual phrases, as they are termed here, seems to. be
somewhat ad hoc, which presents problems for their specifation for the
pu-rpos,- of compiuter u n ersi andi ing of niatural language.

-This report conclurl•s tihat their irregular behavior stems from a closer
relationship belt.W.een the syntax and the semantics of these than other
English constructs. ConceIptlual phrases all correspond to objects in a
single, lightly coistrained scTiinlltic class, and as a result, semantic
kinowlhdge - about them can -rb used to 'optimize' the process of
comnmilnnicating thein.

The uiinique nature of concepgtual phrases is exploited to provide a
conl),ini1ed syntactic and siemantic description for them, consisting of
syntaclically anigmill ted frames, that is much simpler than individual
syntactic or semantic descriptions, An example representation for numbers
is givren, along with an analysis of some problems that occur when a
practical implllementation. is attempted.-

This rep-ort describes rcsearch done at the Artificial intelligence Laboratory
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Suipport for the laboratory's
artificial intelligence research is provided in part by the Advanced Reasearch
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I. Ini.roduiction

This r•port was motiv.ated. by a desire to facilitate the construction of a more

coumpl]te.. gi'aliumar for POrsiffal, a computer program that parses written English. The

oriifiiral pirogramni aldgraminar were implemented in an attempt to provide a better

com.pulational descriptiofi of liniguistic pbenomena, relying heavily on the results of

current research Jnj transform ation al grammn ar.

Since research in glienerative grammar has concentrated primarily 'on

: phetnpmela 1involving the structure alid manipulation of syntactic constructs at. the

level of d6taii represent,.d by clauses and noun phrases, the main focus in the

development of the current Parsifal grammar' has concentrated on explaining these

'higher-Jevel' phenoTmena.

Parsifal has been succesrsful in achieving its goal of explaining linguistic

•observations ajboU.t the. nature of tihese higher-level constituents. It. is noted in. the

origiinal lpaper describing Parsifal [5] -that its grammar for clause-level syntactic

:~trutures, though. siniple, is more. complete than either W. Woods' LUNAR -system

[ 12], or Wi.nograd S SISIDIl;U [.11.], since these both tend to concentrate on: parsing

'p h j.as e-level' consb.t ituen:pts

Howevwzir, there are many other issues that must be dealt with in order to

arrive .a e a English understanidin.g. system thlat .is truly practical. Some of the more

obviolus issues are how to use information derived from discourse context, and how

1o reprsent ]knowledge in a form that facilitates semantic interpretation. Another

is sue that, is high1lighted by Parsifal's elause-level. orientation, is the question of

how to deal with the 'special-purpose' phrases that seem. to occur frequently in

nsat\iral language. The last issue is the basis of this report.



Idrilluy, the crinstrainls that allow such an elegant clause-level grammar

wonuld also allow the same simplicit.y in the description of more detailed phrases.

Ulnfortunately, this is. not the case. The -grammars for numbers, names, and dates,

which are 'Jower-leveVl in the. sense that they are always constituents of noun.

phi'ass., seemn to lose any s-el.e or Pither elegance or theory;. It should be noted

that Parsifal's grimimars .for these constructs are not necessarily any worse than.

grainmmiart for. such constructs in other Englitsh parsers; they simply% fail to measure

utp to the quality of Par.sifal's grammar for higher-level conistituents. The contrast

between the relatively ad-hoc implemen.tation of lower-level constituents and the

]highly per.pilcuous representation for clause-level syntax leads -to speculation that a

diff.erent. set of onstraints might result in .A better .grammar for the lower-level

phrases.

This report investigates the natulre of these special-purpose phrases (which I

will htnice6ir.th term 4concepitial phrases') in mqore detail. in addition, a method of

S lreprq:fent ing then is presented that takes advantage of their'distinct nature. Finally,

Sthe role of the resulting system is .xamined in the context of current. research: in

natural language proc.essi.ng.

-Chapter 2 analyzes. the existing grammnar' for conceptual phrases, and
concuuides that they coirrepond to.single semiantic entities (hence the
name 'con ceptual phrase').

-Chapter 3 develops a .succinct .representation for conceptual phrases by.
maugmenting- a semantic representaltion for them with a simple. syntactic

desn:i.ption.

--Chapt-~i 4. gives -a sample representation for n'umbers, while discussing
iniany incidental issues.

-1-hapter 5 discusses the problem of how to detect conceptual phrases.



-Chalifter , summnarizes the. results of this, effort.,



.2. Observaftions about 11e lBehavior of Conceptual Phrases

While .,nvesl.igating the nature of .conceptual phrases, It seems desirable to

exaMline t he existing Parsifal riules for lower-level constituents, .and attempt to find

prope•-fiPs ,and 1) on.strjaints. that mighlt allow better representation. The existing

graaiIll.inr' includes liules~ for parsing numbers, times, dates, and proper names. In.

addi:ioti, irles have: been constiructed for parsing addresses, .although they.are not

I.n the curreint grammar. These constructs are -all 'lower-level' in the same sense as

discusserl previously,. since they are all constituents of noun phrases.

Inispilec-i of rthe g:raninmar reveals that the rules for all these constructs

foll.w iv le some: general pattern, A packet of rules for each major type of

constituenit is •.,fit.,odihced ; by an atteption-shifting rule. The rules in this packet

attach varioiis coistJitulents from the buffer to a node on to the stack. When no

ot.heV rule applies., there is one default rule that deactivates the packet and restores

the: bMlffer.

It is n•usual that each set of rules is. introduced by an attentinm-nshifting

rgue. considering tlhat. !here are 'only twp other attentfln-shifting. rules in the

eil•:ir s'ystOni:' (tNGSTApiT. which .detects and parses noun groups, 'for use :by

c;lause-lvel rules, and POSSESSIVE-DET, which makes possessives 'look like'

determPiners .o the noun-gj.oup parsing rules). As is noted In Appendix I,

•attention-shiftling rules exist to allow the parsing of a phrase to be 'transparent' to

the other rules in the system, which refer to the resulting constituent as if it

were inserted into the buffer by the lexicon..

*A ioticeable difference between the rules for lower-level constituents and

the other rules In the gramimar is that man.y of the operations they perform consist



of puittig objects in itgifsters and. performing operations on the contents of

regisers.:S. The only plrpose of these actions is to semantically interpret the phrases

parsrdi by the rile; they do not affect the stiucture. of the final. parse tree,, nor do

* they in:fluece the sequence of rules applied during, remainder of the parse. Unlike

the clausre rules, - there are n1o case rules for interpreting, nodes built by the

lowver-level rules, since all senmantic interpretation is performed by .this.

manipiflatlo iiof registers.

Yet anot!he way these riules differ from most other rules is that many

features 1usrd by Ote lower-level rules are semantic in nature, The rules for the

hIigho.st level constituents (i.e. clause-level rules) test features that are clearly

s ~ntactic calegories, or for the. presence of a. specific word, The rules. for naun

phrases also deai' with features that are either syntactic categories or tests for

iltdividual words; however, thbre are some features (such as "quant", for a noun

q quantifier) .iat sepm .to reflect semiantic properties of the words in addition to

pirrly syntactic characteris tics.,

The rldes for numbers, however,, manipulate features such as: "ones'' for a

nmatnral numnber. les-s iban ten, "tens" for words such as "twenty".' "sixty", etc.,

"hundredl-" fo-r a number with the word "hundred" in it, and so on. .Other than the

te st.s for spe.cific words, there are very few features in the number-parsing packet

that are. puitely syntactic in the same sense as the features for higher-level

constituelit.s. This suggests. that the syntax and semantics of lower-level constructs

are more closely; related than for, say, clause-level constructs. Specifically, thef

parsing proce.ss for lower-level constituent is primarily directed by semantic, not

•syntactic., categorization.



In addition to these observatipns, there are other facets of the behavior of

lower-level constituents that mnight help us understand their true nature. These

constituents behave like single lexical it~lns in almost all contexts. For example,

proper nouns behave exactly like nouns in all cases (justifying their designation),

even 1hou111h ..lthy mlay' con1ist of several different words, or even several different

consitiMeni, each wvith its own substructure (for example, "Percy Flumbatz

Me/lnorial Hligh School" could le analyzed as havijig the structure [[.Percy Flunmbatz]

[Memorial [HIigh school]]]), Also, numerals are treated exactly like single-word

quantifiers in almost all contexts (except when they are used as arbitrary

idellliflers), even thoigh they Iay contain more than one word.

Another aspect in which, the behavior of low-level constructs differs from

the behavior of higher-level constituents is that they do not appear to be a 'closed

cla•'. Clauni; anlia noi phral e o vel syntactic structures are part of the permanent

strifctuire of the language. It is unlikely that a new top-level sentence structure

would be added to a language under ordinary circumstauces, or that a new order

for noun-group constituent:s would become part of a language. It seems to be very

difficult for a native speaker of a language to acquire the use and understanding

of a new higJ-~lIlved constiruct in any natural way. On the other hand, it is not at

all difficult to learnla different way of communicating a date (e.g. "2O3 June 79"

instead of "Jime 23, 1979"), or to learn a new kind of name that provides

different types of information.

The important point to abstract froml these observations Is that conceptual

phrases represent a cross between clause level structures (such as complete

sentei!ces) and individual lexical items. They have the clause-like characteristics of



*.Sruicttfr•. -al l syitax, bitt also have .properties that are 'lexical' in nature, such as

rtp~rsnting.. singlI]. somantic classes, being freely added to the language, and filling

thfl syntactic role of single words. The fact that •Parsifal fails. to recognize this

fundamental di.fference. accounits for th'e lack of perspicuity in'the current. grammar

for inimT.ers, Jialles,' t4mes, and other conceptual phrases.

It should also le noted that the meanings of conceptual phrases could be

conveyed using. the pgeneral syntactic mechanism for clauses and noun phtases.

.Ineond, they .ma w•ire.ll have developed from such an approach. Consider the

derivation of the name John Smuith ("John the smith") or Fred Johnson ("Fred, son

of John"), which have been. deri:ved historically from shorter constituents combined

by higher-level syntactic mechanisms. Consider another type of .concept.ual phrase:

numinbers, Ill Britain, it is not iunusual to hear phrases like "several millions of

pountds" or (•vel. "f:ive millions of dlollars", where the "millions" is regarded more as

a nou.0n than. can be :quantified in th6 same manner as any other -noun, including

the app.lication of rules of numbnber: agreement. This, in conjunction with the

vestigial presence, of the optiona) word ".and" in number phrases, makes it clear

that nurmbers have been tho.ight of historicaly as smaller constituents conjoined by

the m ech anisns :of .clause and. iou n-phrase-level grammars.

If conceptual phrases were comniunicated using the same syntax as

higher-lve.l ' phrases, the only difference between them and other syntactic

,stri•ctilfres of the same form would lie that they correspond to objects of a single

semantic class. Tlpis learl•s to the view that the unique syntax that seems to exist

for each concepttial 'phrase is van 'optimnized' mechanism for communicating them.

The additional cbnstraints on "the semantics of conceptual phrases allow some



syntactic information to lie left out that would otherwise have been provided by

the 'slawldard' grammuar; yet the ability of the listener to recover all of the useful

semnantic information is retained,

Of course, the constraint that a phrase must represent a single semantic class

is Trot nlecessarily sufficient to allow a more efficient communicationi protocol. In

addition, the mnonibers of the semantic category must have enough in common

structurally so ihat signifircant assumptions can be made about the role of various

conol tiituentis being communlicated. For rexam pler if addresses in the United States

were not formalizod at all, and consisted simply of descriptions of locations ("the

.seconl whijto ho.use along the small alley next to highway that runs by the

F:lumbalz place"), it would not ho posib•le to communicate them efficiently.

NowT that we have arrived at sonie. conclusions about the general nature of

concoptual phlrases, thle original engineerijng problem of how to represent them in a

manner tlhat exploits 0lheir apparent simplicity still rtmains. unsolved. The assertion

that each type of conceptual phrase has a corresponding optimized syntax does not

provide a m'ethod for derivling that syntax. It also does not provide a method for

'decoding' conceptilal phrases. The next chapter is devoted to developing techniques

that d:o.



3. A Combined Syntactic and Semantic Representation

3.41 Inrtroduction.

This rchaptr p Iresents a. technique for specifying the syntax of conceptual

phrases in ternms of te.ir semantic representations. A prerequisite for this feat is

the ability to represent thle semnantics of conceptual phrases, preferably by a means

that has beenr impl.m.ented on a computer. There have been numerous attempts to

(besigl 'snowledge representalion languiages', with varying degrees of success. Some

of the bette.r known sys.rmiis (iii the Ariificial Intelligence community, at least) are

Kill [, r1. fl [8..], OWL [6]. :and NETrL [3].

I s•loI.ied the l'anguiagfe FllL (!Frame lRepresentation Language') for the purposes

of this report, because it is inmplemented in MACLISP,. which makes it possible -to

integtrate it with Parsifal, ndrl it is also .(relatively) computationally efficient.

Alt(hough FRL has been. cri.ticiz7d on the grounds of insufficient.expressive power

t2,]. [9],. it .i1clui.des most of the features common to knowledge representation

languages-. and I have found that an FTnL subset is sufficienitly expressive. for

representing conleptual phrases. Most of the remaining discussion of semantic

refpresentatiofn will be. in the vernacular of FRL, so the reader unversed in it is

urged to rearl the description in Appendix II before continuing.

3. Prol-tocols for Frame Conmnlunication

In the previous chaptor, it' was detormined that the major, distinction betw'reen

conce.ptual phrases and hghe.r.-level constittients is that everything that can be

e:xpressed by a particular type of conceptual phrase belongs to the samme semantic

l-ass. In F1l, terilninblogy, every framne expressed by a. single type of 'conceptual



phrase is .an instantiationi ro a fgeneric frame. Th.e appropch used to combine the

syntactic and seýnantic .escriptions of conceptual phrases is to augment this generic

frat•ie with a syntactic description, which can be. thought of as a formula for

'enco'i ding and decoding the information .in the frame,

I will defer the delails of the syntactic description for now, in order to

develop a delailed mndel for the p:ocess of communicating a particular instantiation

of a generic frante. This model will clarify the reasoning behind the form of the

syn'lactic description.

Consider the following situation: two people are :attempting to communicate

via spreech. The 'Sppakpr' wanis to coinmullnicale a particular frame to the 'listener'

(i..e., the speaker has a specific Jrame in mind, and wants the iistener to 'build'

that frame). For the tilne bring, assume that listener already knows that this 'frame

is. an .instantiation of a generic frame, and what the generic frame is. Both

colnkullnicanlts have agreed on a prltocol for commninunicatiig any instantiation of

this gn•eric frame (because they speak the same language). What type of protocol

wollld suit the purp.ose Of communicating the frame?

One simple, though inpefficient, protocol would be to transmit each slot name

of the ranme immediately before or after its value.. Tis would ensure that the

liistener could construct a duplicate of the spealer s frame without difficulty.

Ilowever, this protocol fails to exploit the information that could be passed,

imnplicilly, by the order in. which the slot values are communicated.

An improved protocol would specify the order in which slot values should be

commnnunicaterd. The amount of information transmitted would be- halved, since the

slot namles would no longer be transmitted. However, this protocol fails to take



advantage of the knowled.g• that. some slot$ are much more likely than others to

Shaj.re a p!arlicular value anld that the commulnicants may not know or care about

the values .of dither slots. In either case, .the value need not be comnmunic'ated

explicitly.. In .he first case, the absence of a transmitted value would indicate to

the fisloner that a dleiault value should be used, and in the second case,

communicatin-g the value would be pointless. This would amount to a major loss in

.efficiency if most of the slots didn't need to be communicated most of the time.

A protocol is needed that can take advantage of the above optimizations in

order 1to: communicate with maximumn efficiency. I propose the following .protocol:

i.The. value. of slots. should be communicated in a fixed order.

'.ileasonable defatilts shoul.d be assuned for slots w.here one particular
tral e is clearly more probabile than any others.

3;.The optional comniunication .of slots may make it difficult to figure
out to which slot a certain value corresponds. If there is any
:anbiguity, another word should . be, transmitted pither inmmediately

before or after that v alue to indicate (he.proper.slot .(this extra word
will he "referred to as a sy.nchronizer later).

3.3 The Synltac.l ic Deslription

This re.port takes the positioni that the above protocol is more -than just an

engineering, exercise. In fact, the syntactic specification will be based on the

asstmllnption that this .is actually how conceptual phrases are communicated by

people,

Tlhe. specific syntactic specification in tailored to the needs of the listener,

who must decode tho conceptua.l phrase. The listener must be able to compare

Sconslitpuen.ts in his 'buffer' (under the assumption that he has a mental Parsifal in

operat.ion) with the restyictidus specified in. the frame on the possible Values of



each slot. Consequently,. the syntactic specification for the frame must provide for

itsts on 1the cont(ints of the buffer to check whether a given, constituent can 'fit'

into a particular slot in the fraie. \Also, lie must be able to use synchronizers, to

select the correct slot for a constituenit.

:Th'e specific representation I have chosen, meets all of the above requirements.

The framil•e are ordinary 11L frames, hout there is an additional specification for the

syntax of any frame (there is inothing to preveJit two frames from sharing, a

syntactic specification, or one frame having multiple syntactic specifications). The

s'y lactic specification consists of an ordered list of 'slot specifications' (in the same

orlder a's the slol.ts are to be colmmunicated), Each slot specification consists of a

buffer patterll associated iwith name of one- of the slots in the frame. The -buffer

patterns res.enble the btiff[r palttc.rns in norimal Parsifal grammar rules except that

the:y Iever examtiiire a nlode oil tlhe stack.

If 1hr 'lislnerr'..in the, partier communication scenario is Parsifal, with this

spocification techilique ,tor conceptual phrases, the communication process, would

procdr-,d according to the following, simple algorithm:

l.create a generic frame for this conceptual phrase and put it on the
active node stack (assume -that framer:s can be nodes).

2.compare each slot' specification (paltern/slot pair) of the frame's syntax
wvilh the hulffr, If the pattern matches, put the contents of the first
bulffer cell in the specified slot, and throw away all other constituents
matched by the pattern. If the pattern does not match, do nothing and
continie to the niext patlern.

3.when thie nti.re pattern has beenm exhauisted, pop the frame currently
o.n the stack into the first cell of the virtual buffer.

The stack should. be in exactly the same state immediately after the

execution of this algorithm. as imlediately before. The effect of the rule is to



colle'ct all the .words of the .coplreptual phrase into a single frame, which .replaces

them ii the buffer. Firom the point. of vi.ew* of the higher-level rules, the frame

might A .s .wel ha come: directly fromi the lexicon,

S3. Rela ti:or. hetwen tlhe Proiocol and1 Ibh Syntactic Description

It is iilportant to not.e that this al:go"ithm does not allow the full range of

:sylntax. perin!ited- by the gneieral protocol 'presented 'earlier. For example, the

restriction that. ofly the contents of the first buffer cell can be put in a -slot (see

stop .). is a si.mpliflcation basod entirely on the observation that it seems to work

empirically in English.

There is another. constraint on the algorithm that does not exist for the

protocol, but t this one. has independent justification. Remember that the protocol

requires synihronizers when the correct slot for a valuie is hot obvious from the

"conditifons .rýp'cifitd r0.1 that slot's valuii. (via the $]IEOUIRED facet). The algorithm

does not iook. through the possible slots, testing arbitrary predicates on a buffer

:consfit.tie1t. 'tr.sinaad, the coliditions must be checked entirely by feature tests on the

contents orf he cells of the liuffer.'

rTheo-retically., tthe. features Ini the buffer could be made arbitrarily

coilmplicatrl.! to reflect. the res•ilts or computing all the predicates that occur in all

the .slots o:f all. the frames. This wolld allow the feature test to have the same

podwer as lhe proiess of testing all the predicates during the matching process .(in

actriality, tAlis is ;Just a pre-coimputation of .the predicates). This is counterintuitive,

compilitAl.ionally ilnefficient, and inconvenient, since it would. require that all the

feat.ires on constituents in the lexicon he updated, whenever, a new condition is

placed oi a .slot. The process of testing the actual predicate at 'parse-time' instead



tf ·'Iindit:tinit-tiie' (bit analogy with compilers) would probably be better.

TIowiever, there is a computational .justification for testing features that do

not ýreprbspnt all the potentl.al complexity of the: predicates on a frame's slot.. The

$REQUIIBED predicates can be arbitra.rily complicated. For a human to parse a

conicept.tal phrase in real-time, the complexity of the tests must be bounded in

some *ay .If the tests can only check, for an appropriately constrained set of

featurIes oln buffer constituents, this requirement is fulfilled nicely. Even if the

seinantic restrictions. on the value of a slot .are not exactly equivalent . to s.ome

simple f•atu're test, it is possilde that these' restrictions can.approximately be met

by such a test.

S'Tljs aspect of the algorithin is. consistent With the observation of the

prefi6dits chapter lhat. the semantic objects corresponding to .a conceptual phrase

mnisst: be constrained in some wqy besides simply fitting intb ia single semantic class,

That constraint can now.M he expressed in terms, of the.computational effort required

to determine wethehr .a particular value can 'fit' into a particular slot. As observed

i:n .clh1apter 2, the features tested by the cOirrent rules for conceptual phrases

* aorrespond. either to te.ýIts for partic-ular words -or for seinanti.• features (i.e.

seniantic catei;ories). Perhaps the addition'al constraint of that chapter is that any

fraiie, expressible by. a conceptual .phase must consist of a finite set: of

predrlsignatedl silot., whose conrlitions may be approximated by tests for individual

vwords or the -seimantic classes of constituents.



3.6 Thfe Rlepreosentatioin anid Meauiug

This .approach to the represOntation of conceptual phrases has. a significant

implication w.ilthi respect to the nature of meaning. A commonly held view (even

wheni noi stated explicitly) is that a single 'concep.t'.has a single canonical semantic

repiesen!ation.. which is used wOenever the meaning of something is needed (for

colitmulln1ica:i.on!, forlilaljon. of other concepts, or some form of manipulation). This

s~i~ ,rts, a picture of natural language u:lnderstanding as: a transformation from a

st:rin#g' nf .wor.]s in the lalngiuage to this idealized concept,

The. r.epresentation here woul.d run into sev.er ptroilemsn when evaluated in

such. a fraInework. Since the semantic representations must be chosen to reflect the

stru.aetur·1 . of tle syntactic .representalions, they inay not be in the idealized form

t'1at -tris-,to be all things to all people, if -the structure of the semantic

representit on is not clhosen to reflect the syntactic sttucture, the ruiles for

'rat•lating Tr•n the semantics lo the syntax, and .vice versa, becomie .extremely

conf.plicated.

lIt order to be able to iuse the semantic represenlatlon as a basis for the

sy.n.rix of a conceptual phrase,. and still retain the suitability of the semantics for

other types of manipu:lation (e.g. structure building, computation, or deductive

iPlfer-nce). we will have to take a. dlifferent View. Onte view that seems to be

pa.rtlicuarl. appeajing is that the .'meaning' of something is not just a single

ernanlltic st.licture, it is a set of such structures, each suited for a special pur.pose

or grou.p crf piurlposes. Such a systemn would need rules. and procedures for

trrais'latijig amolonl the various special-ptirpose representations.

IThe frames 'we hav. been referring to as 'senmantic representations' are



actualjly just a part of such a system.. This is not to say that the only thing they

are good for is. communication (this would render the term 'semantic' meaningless).

First. ite existien.e of 1the generic fra-me provides' a polk.t of reference for .finding

Various associations .with ai objecl,. For example, once an address phrase has been.

pai•ed .into aln add ress- frame, we have immediate access td' all the, generic properties

of addresses. WP also have a- frame I:o match against memory to see if one can

deriive any additional. information frotm knowledge about this particular address.

Finally, such frames (or sonietlming vary close) could conceivably be the basic item

majipuljif.d duriing verbal reasoning, when people translate. their thoughts into

lanlgtage to help them 'think things through'.



4. Numbers: A Sample Representation

4.1 A h:lopresoe.lation for Nuiimbers

STbis chapter develops a representation for English numerals (American

dialect), in the form of syntactically augmented .frames as described in the previous

chalp'r. .A'thoplgb~h most of the discussion in this chapter relates specifically to

numilbers, it shoia.Id unders'tood that .many of these issues are common to the

relrsent.ation of many olher types of conceptual phrases. The representation of

inuierals was Ichsen as all example because they are a particularly clear and well

l ti-derstolod foril. of onlceptual phrase..

Below is a sample set of fr:ames for natural numbers (less than one trillion).

In tIhis representation, nvimerals are a'tually represented as several different types

"of conceptual phrases, -some :of which can be contained within others. The digits

"one" through "'nine" are all ill the lexicon as members of the semantic class of

ONES. Numl,'bers: between twOenty and ninety, inchisive, that are multiples of. ten are

in. the semiantic classi of TENS. TI.h semantic class SMALL-NUMBER also contains all

.legiti.iat. combinations. of TENS and QNES, such as "thirty six" and "ninety nine".

Also. there. are s.o~jle SMAI,I,-NUTMIlll3 s entered in the lexicon, namely, the numerals.

"tien~" th•ligh "nineteen". The ronceptual phrases for TENS and ONES can. be

constitutilen.ts of a SMA.LL-NUMBERl. Another conceptual phrase is HUNDREDS: any

SMALL-LNUMBER followed by Ihe word "hundred", optionally followed by another

SMAT.LL-NUMIBER. Note that this allow s phrases such as "fif.ty four hundred", which

are. not formally correct, but are almost universally used.. Finally. the BIG-NUMBER

ffame incluldes th.pse phraries that havp the words "thousand", "million", .or "billion"

itn theim. This system cannot recognize numbers greater than ."999 billion".



The fraei 'for a SMALL,-NUMBEI i.s shown below. All LISP functions have

been. .iaraphliased in English, and is delimited by '%'.

(FRAIIE. SALL-L -NIIBER
(T~FNS (.DI-F.AULT (ZERO))

($RlUU.IREED f.the value must he a kind of TENS%I.))
.r(ES (.iolFAIULJT ZERO)

(I.REQUIRE (%the value ipust be a kind of ONES%)))
(AKO (llVAU_E (NUMBER) ).)
(IllANT (.IIF-NEEDEI (%calc'iclate the value by adding the

i va.lu.s of the TENS and ONES stots%))))

(SYNI AX SIIAI..L_-LUIIER
(.-TENS] 'TENS) ([=-nNESI ONES).)

The $1E•Il.:IHED slots in the aboV, frame, are entirely redundant, since they

c.or-respond ex-actly to the features specified in the syntactic description of the

frame.. Thie only reason they are defined here is to empbasize that,. according to the

analysis of the last chapter, the feature tests of syntactic description are an

effi.:•'elt appjroximation to constraints on the possible values of a- slot. The

consiraint is. expressed in: the .$HIEQUISED facet, -even though the syntactic

*d•kscription enforces it exactly,. in this case.

FoTr the' coiceptual phrase "fifty six", this frame would test if the

Scollstituent I1 the fi:st place of the buffer bad the feature TENS, put it in the

TENS slot of a SMALL-NUMBER frame, then test "six" for the ONES fe.ature, and

pu.t it in the ONES slot.. The constituents for "fifty" and "six1' would be frames

'themsehlves, but these framnes are 'prceabricated', and aisociated with root -words in

the lexicon.

Thlie $DEFAILT'- facets in the TENS and ONES slots of the frame indicate that

if no' value is available to put into a frame explicitly, the hearer should assume

that it has the 'value "ZE1IO", if thep value is needed (actually, in this 'model,



- e.ttingIT a lefault vallie from a frame' is a more basic action psychologically than

'assumnling' sometlhing).

The result of .parsing, the concepftal phrase .'"fifty six" is the frame:

(F RAM•I 5tAI .I--NIlfBEtER1 I
.f IF:NNS - IVALUIE (F IFTY))
•(ONF (1VALU-E (S×IX))
(AKO, (11VALUL (SIlALL-NUIilER)))),

:As in any oth.ri FR.L fra.me, this fJrame inherits any properties that are not

explicitlly defined: in the frame from other frames in the AKO hierarchy. In this

case, the frame is an instantiation of.the SMA..AL,-NUMBERI frame, so among the

iltherited properti•s iwould be. the default values for its slots .and the $IF-NEEDED

.facet of the QUANT slot.

Notice ihat the QUANT p.lot dons not appear in this frame. The value of the

QUANT slol is the 'cpmputer' concept'of a number (i.e. LISP 'fixnum'). There are at

least two ways this t-ould bhe computerd. The first would be to have a LISP program

associated' with tboth of lhe TENS and ONES slots which will calculate the value

and add. it to thiecontents of the QUANT slot, The other approach, which is the one

used here, is to I ave a LISP programn i-hich calculates the value of the QUANT slot

o0111y if it' is ask.e-I fox. This method is: more compatible with the view of 'nleaning'

tak•ein in the. last chapter, that.a concept is a group of different representationsd,

each suited for specific ilses. If the lhe number is going to be used for

comliputation after being parsed, the, machine representation is clearly better. On the

other .hand, If .the niumber is used to find associated knowledge (e.g. a year in

.history'),. the computer representation is not needed, and should not be computed.

The frame for: HUNJDREllS is:



(FflRAlF III INRlNDRDS
(NUI[!ER.-OtF-HI-tlNFNREDS (fREQUIJIRED (%mrust be .less than 100%).):)
SR.ESI-T.-0F -l•UNDREDS- (MIEFAI.ILT (ZERO))

(I-REQOUIRED (Xmust be lest than 100%)))
(A.KO (rVALUE (NIIUMBER) )
(O01IANT (IfF-NEEDED (%I00 timles the quaint of the value of the

NIfIBER.-OF-,-HUNDREOS .elot, plus the quant
of the value oft the REST-OF--HUNDREOS

. Ilot. ))

(SYNHTAX ilNPR.F.5OS
( 1* IS ANY OF SIALL 4U1BERB, TENS, ONES]..i =HUNOREDBS

NU L I1FR--oF - HUNDREDS.)
i I S .A'. OF StlALL-.NUBER, TENS, ONES]
RES 1-OF --)-JUND.REDS) )

(In the pattern for each slot, "• IS ANY OF" means. that the:N pattern .should match if

-any of iMe. features are prsI-nt. Al.so, .a pattern, of. the form '*FOO' means 'match on

the .pr1bsence of. the word: "foo'.)

In this case, 1he presenc.e of the word "hundred" is a *synchronizer; it.

diifferentiajlr~. between the conceaptual phrase for the NUMBER-OF-HUNDREDS slot

and llthe conce.plial ph.ias ;. fo.r the .EST-OF-itUNDBIEDS slot. Also, ihote" that the

SMAL.,-NtiMBER rule should lie transparent (e.g. "fifty six" should appear to be a

single e.xical) to this rule, since thrI, HUNDIREDS rule can have a SMALL-NUMBER as

a co.istitur lnt.

.The generic frame for a B•G-NUMBER is represented as follows:



(F-flI1E BI.G--NI.IOER
(.B II I . (S OFFAfIL1 (ZERO))

(SPIREOUIIED %!Lhe value ,must be lep.s than 1000%))
(UIIILL IONS. (I#DEFAITLT (ZERj)l
( IHO1.ISANfl (CIIEFAIUL . (ZERO)))
(R[Si CI-OF:-I I G-1'_JUIftBER (II-IEFAULT (ZEROH)
(AkO f VALLIF (INUJrIBER) ) "
((IJANT I($'I--NEEEU

(%take the sum of the elots after nmultiplUing the
QUANT of the v:llue of each one by the appropriate
I'po.er of 1•0/)) )

(Note: the FE:fJUIIREO facets of thp other slot.s have been
SIeft ..hlt to avoid neRdli.rs repeti tion)

(.YNTAX. B IG-C.N.IlDER
S([ IS ANY OF IlIINIlRE.DS. SiHAL L-NUIIIlIR, TFNS, ONES] [--*BBILL I ONSI
01 L1. I ONS)
( (~ ANF'. OF HIUNDIRFDS, SIlA.L--NJIUl1ER, TE-NS, ONES] .(IllLL I ONS

(It IS ANY OF HUNDREDS, 1SilALL-.NUI1lBERfl lENS, ONESI [=*THOUSANDS]
T.1( Ir SA Ni .)
(*a IS ANY OF HitI(DDOREDS, SI1ALLnNUlIIER, TENS, ONES)
REST4--OF .-1.1 O~NUJ1BFR) )

*Tiis fVafTilp has·. m11aniy ,0more sy1.1nc1.ronijers than the 6ther frames in the numeral

system., .ince .he e*eare many arl,jacnt slots with identical semantic conditions, Also,

this rule has ,a case of a:.syntactic condition approximating a semantic condition on

a slot. Ihrases, such as "fiftn hliundred" are allowed as .constituents, (allowing

"four iitliont f ifteen hundred thousand"') siince they are legitimate HUNDREDS. This

sift:ation could have been avoided liy requiring a IIUNDIREDS to have. a ONES as its

firist conmponpnt, instead. of a SMALL-NUMBEfl, or by creating an entirely new

.conlcbptu•l ph.tase, for. parsing intmibers of the form ONES followed by.a HUNDREDS,

etc. I cho.ce the representation presented here since, on the basis of informal

exper.imentatioi,. it seems Mhat people did not notice the incongruity of numbers

.such as.'.'one million fifty six hundred thousand five" until asked to write them



lowin or iperform arithiletic on thabm'.

Finally, I should note that this rellre.sentation has left out at least two minor

details .or the grainInar for n]atural numbers. First, conceptual phrases in the

I!!NFITEIT' S categdry have aln optional "and" after the word "hundred" (e.g. "six

.hundred and fifty sevenr"). 'Tills can be expressed very easily in the representation

.liy alloiing ' a l'ot-specification with' no slot name, whith would effectively

discard thl "ad"rl

Aller-nlatively, an additional synltactic description could be constructed for the

HUNDREDIIS,. barvinl' aslo.t specification of the form

(SYNTAX HI..INDPREODS
( ([•'IALL -NUiIBER., IINS, ON[ES] I -- HLINORED] [-*AND]
riU ER -.-i o F-, t-ILI.NDRF -JS )3,
( [.LI1ALL-NUIIBER IHiES 1 --OF --H.NFDREDS))

accominp]lishing the same goal.

Anothor irre.gularity that is not accounted for here is the occurrence of

phitases such as "'a iition, and ten th.ollusnd", virhere a leading "one" can optionally

-.be n "i". This should probably be taken care of elsewhere in Parsifal; since "a'.'

'andi :"'onie' hive" lhIe same .'qlantificational properties, perhaps the 'lexical phase of

the p.ar7ser sho.uld convert the'm into the same constituent.

4.2 'The Valid.ity of thel Rep.resolalion .

.!le to. a lack. of evaluation procedures, it would be very difficult to

deleriine whether the nunneral representation presented is 'the correct one'. A

.s'upportiung poinlt. for .this type of representation is the perspicuity of the

:A. V.ain KatIlwjk (4] makes a ,imllar observatlon to Jusify tIhe ominsslon of context-sensltive Fules in a

grammar. for flu tcli: n u ne rals.
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representaiion.s of individuial conceptual phrases. The representation given here

ianaiages to .xpress a broad class of nlumerals fairly succinctly. Even if .another

sysio .ln could arrive at a more .perspicuous representation for numerals in one of

1he domlains of .syntax or .sinaniics, it seems ulnlikely that this could be achieved

wi:thllht greatty complicating the ollther domain.. In addition, consi lering the earlier

•bservation tha.t conceptuAl pbras.es are aln optimnized means of communicating .a

wJ]emblier 6 a colnsitrainrd seantltic class, the fact that this representation manages, to

capture the inter-relationship b:,etwveen the semantic and syntactic knowledge for

i hese. xprressions i.ncreases its attractivenjles.,

Arlditionally, a numneral in this repiresentation can be: usefiul for operations

otller thai r:omnnuinicating or retrieving -associated information. Although it would

not bhe as. suiable for somle arithmetic operations as another representation .might

be,. it .would ble aderiquate for' matny common operations, For example, two

SMALL.-NUMB E;BS, can -be compared easily in size b.y the simple algorithm of

comparing the rTENS. (via 'lol.,] ]ookuup') and if they are the same, c.omparing the

ONES. It .s •also very-asy to compare cardinal number. of different semantip types.

In :genera: all the nmenlbers of any semantic class are either greater than or less

tli.in all .thlw members of any distinct semantic class (the exceptions are comparing

TENS alnd SMAI,-NUMIIEIlS, which can be tested by comparing the TENS slot of

small-nlumilers, alid "frfly six hundred"' vs. "five thousand six hundred".**)..

.Ai:so, simple. addiftin anti -spbtraction of .numbers in this representation is

fairly .simple (both in lei'ins of computation, and short-terni memory), as long as no

i::l it r outld he shn-w.n that people emplrlcally haie greater difi•.cuRy in comparing numbers like "forty tive

hindrire" wllith "six Ihiuandl thre bhunrlrc•r"' han-wllh "sixty three hundred", It would lend support to the

hviypohesfs that the sermantlc representatlons for these formns are rdiferent
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'cIarryi'Jlg is rrqi:ired. Jiid•erd, the fact that these operations: are so much more

diifficult when 'cnrying' is required, may indicate that this represeritation is the

'defaullt for getler.alJ-purpose conceptualization.



6. WheOn io IExpectca Conceptual.Plirase:

Wbln'" the., protocol.for fraiino .comm.unication was developed in Chapter 2, it

was ,.•:ssl31id th-at the listenr knew which generic .frame was being communicated

by the speraker. Until nowx, the method by which this framie is -recognized has

rernmainpd tins.lecifled. Since the syntactic description. of the frame does not contain

enough information... a priori, to deteriiine whe.rt the frame .applies, we must

provide. ither sonme- extr!'nal indication of the 'triggering' condition, or some

houiristic. for dr!iving, that condition from the syntactic description.

-As. an added rcomplication, the recognition process cannot be entirely syntactic

in nature. Consider th phlrase "nine thirty" in Jsolation. This could be a time of

day (0:3n0), .a price ($9.30 or $930), part of an address ("930 Percy St."), or almost

any type of !lumber, depe•dinng on the context and the domain-specific expectations

of tlh listener. This is exactly the same problem that occurs when trying .to

dietermile! . w]hich ..woid soline to .assorlat6 with a given word, and once more

inCdicates the partly lxoical nature of conceptual phrases. Assuming that discourse

conl.t.xt is not sufficient to guarantee that only ofne possible conceptual phrase can

occulr, :there; must ble- sonie syntactic .preference involved.

" For e-,ineerin.g purposes, it would probably be adequate to construqt the

.t:riggering, information for these rulles by hajd. and represent it explicitly as a

Pirigin rule. It would -be nmuch more convenient, however, to have an automatic

'trigger g rnerator' producei the triggering .information from the specification of the

frame. lit eliher case, soime decisions must be made as to how the rules should

i.nteract, since this nteraction has. a major effect oli the interpretation of the rules.

•As in example of how the specific triggering conditions for -a frame can



affec: thr, final result of the parse, consider the specification for numerals

presoned in the last chapter.. If we adopled the philosophy that a frame should

triggererwhelnever something applwars that fits in one of its slots, the following

scehlario could occur: the word "one" could occur at some point in the input. It

would be associated with the IONE frame in the lexicon, which would be in the

snmanlic cla.ss ONES, and ins•ert it into the huffer. The SMALL-NUMBER frame could

then rigg),r, si.ncr the obje-ct in thr sremiantic class ONES can fill the ONES slot of

that framne. This wmild leave a SMAI-NUMBER in the buffer, associated with the

phras. "one".. Similarly, the lrINDI)RAIS and .BG--NUMBER frames would trigger, and

the result of the process would -ie thre appearance of a BIG-NUMBER constituent in

Ithe bulffer, in place of the phirase "one".

This type of behavior has problems in the interaction with the rest of the

grammliar. Since cardilnal numbers are frequently ulsed .as quantifiers, the rule for

nuiimber-agrrr lmn.t applies. Any noun quantified by the number "one" is singular,

while a n0oun quantified by any other number is plural. If all cardinal numbers

were BI. G-NTUMBJERBs distigutished only by the contents of their frames, the

n umbr-agreflnlent rule woullld have to examine the contents of the BIG-NUMBER

frairm in ordmer to function correctly. Hlowrever, numnlber agreement seems to be more

of a synlaclic than mnlantic phenomenon"* . In additioni, if semantic description

and syntac!ic d.escriptions for WMALL,,-NUMBEBs, for ex.ample, already exist it seems

a-trificial to .say that they have no independent existence, except to trigger the

IIUND!iEDlS rule.

A less liberal triggering philosophy that required the phrase for, say,

"'consilder the acceptablllty of "1.0 cavtlli~ s"



HUNDREiJ1S to contain at Jea.~I one other constituent besides a .sihgle .SM-ALL-NUMBER.

would have a much different resulit. f a similar triggering criterion held for the

othnr frames, each different type of number could without being part of another

frnamiie.

Even if the representation for numbers could be reformulated to avoid this

difficulty, it wouldr! still be difficult to control' nteractions between frames, in,

.genllial. Thfrre is no restrfrtion In the rtpresentation to prevent different frames

from. having slots (haitpermit the same types of constituents, under the same

con-di-tions. If this• situation occurs in the gramnliar,- and it seems probable that it

will, thete will have to be some general principle to determine which rule should

* .trigger.

It seems to me that the proper behavior of the rules should be to prevent

fraines that contal.n only one constituent from occuring, whenever this is practical.

I praopose the following.: mnore sprcific principles for detertmining the triggering

coiidi:tions for a f .ame:-

SAll frames 3nuist trig'er on at least two buffer constituents.

A.it tlwo :fnfraes can trigger at the same time, then

if one .of the frames Is a constituent of the other

('cos.istituel.nt' ere means rel'ated by the transitire closure of

the 'ininediate constitlint' relation), it should trigger first.

If npeithler is a colnstituent, hope that some other

lmchanisni, such as discourse context, will give one rule

pweferencc. .

If each rule can be a constituent of the other,- the

representation is probably. wrong anyway. I'm certainly not

going to worry about it.

If. tIhe. triggerifng rtles interact so as to adhere to this principle, the effect



S w•t.ld be that the ftame- that triggers would be the 'lowest-level' conceptual phrase

.(thinkitn of the frames in lerns of -a constituent hierarchy). There ýhould be no

need to. allow a.. frame that contains only one constituent, since that. constituent

would b.e a sinlle seiantic entity, and should be useful by itself.

An imnplementation problem is raised by this approach. Since we have been

as..•tuiing thAat the .conceptual phra.ses are -parsed .into frames in a manner

transpapen-t .to the othear tule.s (including the ones for parsing other conceptual

phrassp), the only really conVenient trigger mechanism is attention-shJifting rules

(.tvwhIch exjpliMjns :the use of attention-shifting rules. in- th.e current grammar).

Unfaio'.tu.ately, the iinplrmoenltation of at tention-shifting rules in Parsifal constrains

Ihe ni to ti'g11ge.r oil a single bilffer cell, in order to prevent violations of theoretical

colnstra.lints on 'look.-aheadf' in the bilffer. It' would still be possible to implement

t:-riggering by. having an attention-shifting rule match on the first cell of the

pattern for tfrigeing the frame, antd then ha.ve other. (norinal) rules -check the rest

of the pattern agailnst the buffer, and restore it if none match. This addition to.the

oifloplexity probably indicates a missed generalization, either in Parsifal or in our

repr csc.Ji tati On.

Arlddiftonally3, from an ei•ginering point of view, It is not cqnvenient to have.

to examineo all the other rules in the system whenever a new conceptual frame is

learned. Al this time, the probl-elp of how bes.t to specify the. triggering mechanism.

rmnains open.



6. ConiJlusiolnS

6.1 Where Ceonc•ptital. Phra;os Flt. III

One onf th.; major. linsnlved problems of both linguistics and artificial.

inliligrniuc is to define, the relationship between language and. knowledge. The

solution, if there. is'one, w•ould have profound impact on both fields, and probably

o.n many other fields as well.

This research represents an. attermpt Io.find a solution to that problem on a

vrerry small scale, -- to develop a representation that captures the relationship

lwPtwePen the synlax -ind the semantics of what I have termed 'conceptual phrases'.

The result is a spr'cification that consi.sts of a frame representation of an object,

aiiigmoeni.er bIy a syntactic des!ription of the frame.

Coniceptual phrases fill. a niche between the various phases of the parsing

process. "he different types of linguislic constructs, measured along .the axis of

complexity in- emantic interpretation., can be seen as a spectrum. At one end of the

,Sp.ectrilln, .there are 'sentences', which are exceedingly gieneral conStructs in teims

of th. me.anings, they can xppress. The users of the language pay a price for this

gnep:erality -(as with most conipitiatlonal tasks), in terms of verbosity and the

Idifficuilty of senmintic interpretation.

At the other ,end. of the spectrum are individual words. Th'e process of

issociating a wotd with its meaning is verry simple. Simply look it tup in the

lexicon.. Wards, by th.emselves, have a very limited range of meaning, however.,**'

".'. whn .I ay "word". here, I mean an.Inrlldual lexlcal.lItem corresponding to a -single word in a sentence,
wc.her.- all tlhr synfrctlc and discourse constrainil have already acled to select the correct word sense from a fixed

list or alternatle'es



Coniceptual phrases are some'whern between these two ends of the spectrum.

They are more general .than words, but less general than clauses, for

commlunicating concepts. Their range of neaninjg is sharply limited, but there are

many more possibilities thai for single words., The process of seman tic

interlltprltaliOn is much sinjmplr than for sentences, but more comnplex than for

single words. It is interesting to speculate whether there are additional intermediate

stages, each with its own special tradeoff between expressive power and efficiency.

Thor ere em Io be at least Iwo major schools of thought, among linguists and

in. nrlificial intelli gence, about the relationship between syntax and s0mantics. One

sct•oo( contends that the proces•es of language understanding and acquisition are

mncrely facets of a geF neral ciognitive mechanism, and that syntax is an arbitrary set

of rules for converting knovwlodge structures to linear streams of words, for the

puirpose of com.m.unicaing it. The other school believes that syntax and semantics

ar ua parale (thuigh conneced lmechanisms), and that people have a special

'cognitive processor' or processors that is devotedr to the manipulation of language,

'Parsifal has been most strongly influenced by the second line of thought, yret

the imechanisimn proposed herein is highly reminiscent of the first philosophy. The

combination, of Parsifat's grammar languagle for higher-level constituents and this

srpecification for flie.lo ] wer-level ones is a synthesis of the two viewpoints.

6.2 Di ree1 Iions for Fut ure ]nsearch

In order to have a practical systeln for specifying conceptual phrases, there

are- somie problemis which still must be dealt with. First, there is the problem

discussred in Chapter 4 of ho-w to generate 'triggering' information from the

aginented frame specification. This is part of a larger question about exactly how
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the frafiies should initeract. Another task would be to determine !hnw much power

is rnlquird if t:h syintacic dr-scr:iption, preferably stated in terms of linguiistic

universalqs ralhFe"r than as ad-hoc observations about conceptual phrases in English.

'rI'l:e are interesting linguifstic questions about conceptual phrases, if the

analysis given. here is correct. The communications model developed in Chapter *2

seems to impliy .Iial a the procnrs .of generating a conceptual phrase is different from

the pr;ocess of comnposi.ng a sentence. Can the representation given here be modified

to make it hb-directional. (suitablte for the speaker as well. as. the listener)?.

Adrlitio•ially, there is Ihe question of how conceptual phrases are learned.

Since. -tli syntax. seemsi to be simpler than for higher. levels, are they easier -to

learn? Chiap.ler . mentions. Ihal conceptual phrases can, be added to the language

relalively freely. Does this imply that the process of learning conceptual phrases Is

substant.ially different than lhe procefss of learning other syntactic rules? Tho

prJiciples dteveloper. in Chatpter 5 could he implemented as an algorithm. which

checks for potlential triggering. co••flicts with other rules. Does this imply that the

deci~sion about how the frames should interact is made when the. rule is acquired?



L. A iesoription of Parsifal

This appendix is ieant to provide a description of those parts of Parsifal

which are ne.Ie.!sary for understanding the report.. Parsifal is an English parser

deeilon•ped .by Mitchell Marcus. of the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Unless

otherwkise 100ted., this description is abstracted from his Ph.D. thesis .[.5. The reader

is referred to that docuument for a detaij.ld description of Parsifal and its

Inplicat:io.ns for the fields of ]inguistics aiid artificial intelligence.

Marcils calls the underlying philosophy of Parsifal "strict determinism" (not

to ble conifused wiith the concept of deteriminisi in automata theory, which is 'far

too. broad to be. of• is in this context), but Swartout [lO] claims that a more

accurate viw lj f the parser's operatioil would. be that it adheres to the "principle

of 'ilasf cnmitmltl.ent" -- it defers decisions until the latest possible moment, and

when it -mak:er • a decision, it. considers it final.

.In addition ..to- deteripinisi, ano1hejr goal of. Parsifal is to tailor the

capahbilities of i.tk. 'abstract machine' (consisting of the data structures and. the

ope.rali.ons which. j1ay be performed upqon them) as closely as possible to the task

of sy ntact.ic parlsig of !iat'u.al ]1ignuarg. This is done in the hope of allowing very

blief. and: powerful definitions of natural languages that. should provide insight into

the. psychological mnechanispms at work when a person understands language. In

addition, this tailori.ng should simplify the task of 'constructing grammars for

practical l language uilrlerstan.ders.

Parsifal .was designed with the theory of generative . grammar very much in

milnd, and miaintains.- the positipn that syntactic and semantic mechanisms form a

'nearly-decom.posable: system. lJ other words, there is a separate 'syntactic processor'



tatl il'teracts in 4on1e lilnit.od l a.y with the mechanisms that actually derive the

inQailiig .of a conlsl.ruct, This montrassts with many approaches to natural language

underslanding lthat ýssume (implicitly or explicitly) that there is no separate

miechainsm. for synltactic analysis.

Marclis. calls Parsifal. a "gIrammar interpreter", since it can be divided'

clocep tually O into ani ''abstract machine" which interprets a set of "grammar rules",
:. .,...... ...... .. . -......... ..

'.~hi;*iw h rai'ep:iphsihble for directing the parsing process. The.: abstra-ct rm-achlite

.ii p Ilhn cmnii-4rl by Farsifal. conlsi.sl.t two llajor data structures.

The- first is a -buffer, which consists of a series of three "cells" which. may

contain "constittuent's". A cornstituent is any grammatical structure, including: -the

fi 1al parste tree, various "su-trees and individuial words. The rules Itay insert

cd.oistituenlIs tlifto the' builler or delete constitueilts from it. The buffer is a

'conIm.arctiHjng iuI..ffer'. neaiing Il hat whven an object is inserted, the contents 'of the

.bufffer will 'nove .. aside' to criate an open cell fpr it, and when an object is

deleierd, Ihre rleainitig contents will tbo shifted to 'close the gap'. A rule may only

del•le' an. constituent from the buffer in the process of -attaching' it to. another

cojst:itu.ent.: 1ules are allowed to insert conslitueints arbitrarily.

T''he buffer just descrihod should he callkd- the 'virtual buffer', because it is

actually a tjhree-cell window into a larger buffer, of unspecified length. No ru.le

ay. examinvine. insert, or'rldeele tlhe contents -of any cell outside of this window.

T'lr.r is an opnratjionl called 'offset' that allows this: window to be shifted three .or

fr'we.I cr'lls to lite.. ight, and ail operation 'restore' which moves the window back

to its position I before the last 'shift'. This capability is only used by

"att n.t-ioni-shifting ruIes", which will be explained slightly later,



The second data structure used in Parsifal is a stack. It functions as

telnporary storage, for constituents being conistructed. -The only way anything can be

"pushrd" onio the' stack is by the creation of a "node". When a node is created, it

becomes the "current active norlp,", and, stays onl the top of the stack until another

nlodo is clrr'alrl, or until itt js removdjl. Nodes are a type of constituent, and the

teris will be used intercwrangreably 'in the rest of this report.

A ýrule can. attach a constituent in the buffer to the current active node.

-When this nccurs, the constituent is renmover from th'e buffer (this is the only

time the doltle operation can occur). Nodes iay be removed 'from the stack, in

which caSO they are insorted into the first position of the buffer (relative to the

vi:rtual hiffer start), ald the lnext node on the stack becomes the current active

node. T'he-seý operations are used in building higher-level constituents from

lower-level ones, Typically, a rule will create a node, attach several constituents to

it from the buffer, and thenI e ak the nodie off of the stack and put it ,in the

i ff.er. The. effect of this is o colllbine several constituents in the buffer into a

single node, which replaces Ihem in the buffer,

T'he con!tnts of the buffer and stack are inanipulated by greammar rules,

writ•tn in Pidgin, Parsifal's granummar definition language. Grammar rules are

defined in the form of pattern/action rules. A pattern consists of a description of

the contents of the buffer and stack. This description consists of a boolean

conibination of tests for the p resence or absence of "features" on the node

occupying that positioln. These features can be inanipulat.ed by the "action" part of

the rvlers, ibut are also associated with words in the lexicon, and may be modified

by the monrpology of a word before it is inserted in the bulffer.



Gramnimir irules have two other important attributes, Each ' r u le has. one or

more ''pack .ts" a;ssociated with it. Fnr a rule to take effect, not only must its

pAItern m atc~ against the buffer, :biu its' packe•t must also be "active". Those

packets that are actihte at any time are associated with the.current active node, and

when a jleiv n~ode is pushrlid, the packets associated with the old nbde become

inactive until it. becomes the current active node again. Packets may also be

.activrittd and deactivated explicitly by the aactilo parts of rules. The other attribute

is the rule's "priority". If two rules match, and both are in currently active

· ackets, the one vitIh the lowest priority is ruin.

Fin11.ally, there is a special type of rule called an "attention-shifting" rule,

which olperates in a manner so)meiwhat different from "normal"' rules discussed

rbove. An attl.eitipn-shifting rule has a buffer specification which examines only a

.single cell. I he any colptituent in one of the virtual buffer cells matches the

pattern, le. rule has. the effect of sbhiftng the virtual' buffer so that buffer cell

will ti the first in the window. The virtual buffer will remain shifted into this

poition intil, it is restored 'by some other rule. The parser. checks to see if any

attention shifting rule matches ibefore it lets the normal rules.

AttentiOn-sbiftil..g rules are used to make constituents of one type

'transpatent', .o rllles of anoiher ly'pe. For example, rules that opierate on "clause

levei" constituents in -the parser have patterns which match on the' presence of' a

lio un phrase in a specific .cell of the buffer. Since noun phrases usually consist of

a collbi.naitioon of lower~-level const'luents, some set of rules must build them.

Ideallly .Iho .proctss of parsing- the noun phrase would be invisible to the

clause-level rule. , so that they could treat an them exactly -like individuial words.



This effect is achieved by an attention-shifting rule, which detects the presence of

a "nouin group Atarl", shifts Mhe buffer, activates a packet of rules which parse the

noun jgroup. A final rule restores the l, uffer.

Crurrntly, ihere is a ruiimientary case frame system which operates in

panralll with the parsing process. The delails of this system are irrelevant to the

purpoyes of this paper, be'ryond the fact that they are the only form of semanptic

in trpre toation existing in the lasic Parsifal system.

The irsult of. the parsing procrss is what Marcus calls an "annotated surface

structure", which consists of a tree of nodes, representing various types of phrases.

Eacl:h nodr is labelled wilh a set of features that describe the phrase it dominates

(for xamnple, a single noun might have the feature '"ns" on it, meaning that it is a

singular nouli. This feat lre is used by the rule which checks for

nuinbler-agreeenet letween modifiers and nouns), The process of parsing proceeds

soi-ethiig like this:

The word is anal.yzerd by the morphology program, Which attempts to
findl its root word in ithe lexiconl. Th]e root has various features associated

Wfllih it. The miorphology programin may imodify some of these features or
add somne of its own, deendiJring on the word ending (for example, the
morphology program may drc.irlde that because a word ends in "-s" and is
a n-ouln, that it is plural, in which case it will mark it with the "npl"
frature). This root word, with f-eatures, is inserted into the left-most
mupty vcell in Ilthe virtb1ual buflfer.

, :.Scune rule play trifger off of the buFfer at this time. Sary,. for examp.le,.
h~t i he first constituen( in the buffer is an "the".. The the

a tilIont shifling rule "NGSTIAIIT" will trigger, activating a packet of
rules which attempt to parse a noun phrase. The rule "NGSTART" will
creah' all "NP" node (which is drnfined to make it the current active
node). Successjive rules xvill the attl.ach the contents. of various cells. in
the butffer to the new node, until the end of the nount group is 'detected.
Tll1e t.hr1 (comnpleled) NP node will be dropped into the buffer, along
wilh all the features placed on it during its construction, and the virtual
Iffer will 1e restoredr to thI saine absolute position that it occupied

1r fore NfGSTATIT triggered. If tfhe sentence is grammatically correct, other



Triles wil trfigger on the comluleted NP,. formi:ng higher-level constructs,
i ntil the entiire senltence is. parsed.

Here arei sotne exa!mple rules in the grammar:

IBtUll I r1lPERATiVF IN 3S03 START
•[=in I e.s1 ---'
.abe]l c i imper , mIajor,
I.rtiert: the mIord "LIr!'L in.to the Iuf ffer.
Deac:t iv te es--ta t. Ar..-tivate l:iarse-subj..

The- r-ule J.S l named 'inmprative. It is in the packet SS-START. It triggers if

the constitu.putl in the first ca.l or the buiffer has the 'insless' (tense-less) feature

(!lijs is the pattern), If the .patlrn j matches, it puts the .feature 'imper' and 'major'

on tll.he c1!reut active node (repIresenled by 'c' in Pidgin rules). It inserts the word

'ynii" in the- blffer (trantfotiJrg lhe sentence to a. declarative). I then deactivates

the packet that it is. in and activates the packet for parsing declarative sentences. It

is a 'tes!.tnimoJn to the design of Parsifal's abstract machine that this one rule is the

only arddition. to the grammar .for declarative- sentences that is necessary for it to

parse i llperatjives.

A rvtlll1e iJln the gramnlanll for numIbers is:

(RI.ILE NINETY NINE- IN 3UIL.D-Nil IRlER
[=tens) [=OneLS) -- >

Label a nevI num node •3o.
At tIch lst to c as nml..
At I.Ech 2nd to c as rnumj2,
-Set the ciuanj of C to

p.lue(the rquanl register Of Ist,
.the lquant r eli ster of 2nd).

T*Tr"anfnfr O rd frnom 2nri to.C.
Drop c. I1

T'llis rule matches a on the presence of a constituent in the first place of the

hiffer cr with a 'terns' featt've, followed immediat.ely by a constituent with a 'ones'

fýaiture. It creates a .new inode (putting it on the stack, of course) called 'num', and

puts the featilure 19s on :it Then. it attaches the two coristituents; frqm the buffer
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to. it (.dl•I11yn. thlnm from n tIhe hbffer). It.ihien calculates the computer word for the

ni.i•nhnr, anid drops the completr*r. nvmlber into the first place ii the. virtual buffer.

.°



11. A DJescription of FilL

FL. (Franme •1eprP.enltation l,anguage) is a general knowledge representation

lanwiurge, implnemlenled at the M.I.T. Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. The following

approxiinate de.cription is derhivedr froin' "The FIlL Manual" by R. Bruce Roberts and

Ira Goldstein :[8]). Since. (he Fll, system i• much more flexible and powerful than

this briel .dý,scriplion.. wmold sugest, the reader interested in its full capabilities, is

refrrled to that d.ocument.

.F3i, atlemnpls to provide a practical implemen.tation of Minsky's concept of a

'frame' (7]. The sys-tem centers around a data structure called a 'frame'. A frame has

a na.nme alid 'slots', whltch canl 1,e thought of .as named attributes that ca.n hold

infortmationH about the fl amn.e.

Eacth lot has a nunibjer of 'facets' associated with it'. Each, facet can be

associaled ~vith i LISP objc.t (onten ano-ther frame). The facets are used for

associating diff.eren.t types of proporties with the slots of a. frame. There are a

fixet•d uumel:r of possi.l!e facets, and lthe only ones relevant hir.e -are the "$V1ALUE'I,

"$UDIEAUTl1"', "$E!.QUIRED", "$1F-ADDElI" and "$TF-NEEDJED" facets.

ThIe "$VAM.LtE" facet may be associated with any LISP object, Which will then

be interpreter.d as the "value" of the slot. For example, if we had a PERSON frame

wviJth a NAME slot, We. could make the,. name.PERCY into the value of that slot by

assocltfing it with the $VALUE facet of that slot.

If an atitempt is made in get" the value of a frame's slot, and -there is no

$VAl.,JiE facet- for that slot, thie slot is inspected for a $DEFAULT facet. If there is

such .a facet, the object associate with it is returned -as the value. If there is no

$DEFAULT slot, the 'system attempts, to find a $IF-NEEDED. face.t to the slot. If there



is one, and. it has a LISP funiction associated with it, that function is run. This

featiure is f requertly used to -colnpute values dynamically from other information in

t.he..systen. •

The purpose of the "$BEOQUIIRED" facet is to allow restrictions to be placed on

:the poisible values. of a slot. An arbitrary' LISP predicate can be associated with the

•"$11;hQI.FIIEp'11" facet of a .slot to lost any value that is being associated with the

'ý$V1A,11," facet of the. frame. If the predicate does not evaluate to T when a value

is being a'ddrd, the system co0lplains.

There is one special slot ili each frame, called the "AKO" slot ('a kind of'),

that Stores hierarchical inforimation about the frames. The entire set of frames can

be linlkord I pe.ther in a hierarchy via this slot. A frame.that has another frame as

the valutno of its AKO slnt is an 'insltantiation' of the second frame,

The ACKO hiirarchy is useod to allow information about. a frame to be

inhplitind. In goireral,' a'. frame 30ll inher.lt -all the properties that are not specified

in that fraine, from -tll the other. frames above it in the hierarchy. As a simple

exaiiple oa f a. ase i:n whicli this frattire would be useful, imagine a PERCY frame

that is, an instantiation. of an AMEII1CAN frame. The value of: the CITIZENSHIP slot

of the AMEAI-/CAN framne could. be set to USA, to avoid' haviing to respecify it

idintlically lin all the instaatiations of the AMERICAN frame-. Thus, the value of the

CITIZENS111P slot, of. the PERCY frame would be USA, wiThout explicitly defining it

it the PERCY frame.

I'
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